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Socialinteractions catl support the treatment of emohon・related problems by aidin3 a

Person's emotional process. A number of studies have showed a consistent indination of

humatls t0 仇lk about 帥d socia11y share their emotional experiences, especia11y for 田1

intense arld/or negative emotion exposure [70]. Although 、ve have seen encoura3ing

Progress in a仟'ective humarl・computer interaction, the potential beneats fbr users by

mc0中oraれng emotlon in computer interaction are not yet studied in depth. For examP1巳,

emotion elicitation looks at the charlge of emotion in dialogue, ho、¥ever its application to

for emotionalimprovements is not yet 、ve11 re$earched. Furthermore, although there exist

techn010gie$仙3t address dinical emotional disturba11Ces, such as depression [23]雛ld

distress [241, there i$ a lack of research on emotion improvement from ne3ative emotional

exposures commonly enc0伽tered in everyday life

The goal of thiS 血esis is to diminish these gaps. hl pa此icU1釘,1 aim for chatbased

dlalogue $y$tems Mth atlimplicit goal ofeliciting emotion improvements though dialogue

interactions. The concept of eliciting emotionalimprovemenls can be examined through

t、vo perspectives: short・term arld bng・term. Assuming positive emotional state as the 30al,

$hort・term elicitation of emotionalimprovement is reformulated into tum、based positive

emotlon elicltation. h1 加m,10ngterm emotionalimprovement extends eliC辻ation scope to

the enure dialogue. This thesi$ M11 be focusin30n the shoH・term irnprovement elicitation

task, exploring dialogue aspects contributing to a successful elicitation 雛ld modeling them

in a dialogue system. bl addition, potential approaches of extension int0 10ng、term

emotion elicitation are investigated

First,1 Study emotion processing arld negative emotion recovery in hum肌

Comm帥ication throU帥 Corpus con$trucuon 肌d a11alysis. second, to endow dialogue

$ystems Mth an att如巳ment of emouonal context in dialogue,1 Propose novel neural

network architectures that a110、v a dialogue system to track emotion 即d incorporate this
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(論文審査結果の要旨)

Socialinteractions carl supportthe treatment of emotion・related problems by aiding

a per$on's emohonal process. AlthoU8h we have seen encouraging pr03ress in aH'ective

humarl-computehnteraction, the potential benefits for users by inc0印orating emouon in

Computer interaction are not yet studied in depth. There is a lack of research on emotion

improvement from negahve emotional exposures commonly encountered in everyday

Iife

111e goal oflhis thesis is to diminish these gaps. hl padicular,1 aim fbr chat、based

dlalogue systems Mth arlimplicit goal of elicitlng emotlon lmprovements though

dial03Ue interactions. The concept of elicihng emotional improvements carl be

examined throU帥 t、¥o perspectives: short・term atld bng・ternl. A$suming positive

emotlonal state 郎 the goal, short・term elicitation of emotionalimprovement is

refbrmulated into tum・based positive emouon elicitation. hltum,10ng term emotional

improvement extends elicitation scope to the entire dialogue. This thesis MⅡ be

{bcu$ing on the short・term improvement elicitahon 捻Sk. hl addition, potential

approaches ofextension int010ng・term emotion elicitation are investigated

First, the thesis describes corpus construction and 即alysis. second, to endow

dialogue systems wlth an a廿Utlement of emotional context in dialogue,1 Propose novel

neural net、¥ork architectures. Third, novel methods to lear11 dialooue strategies for

Short・term positive emotion elicitation in chat・based dialogue systems are proposed

Lastly, the thesjs presents the result of preliminary study on long・term emotion

Improvement e11Citation

The thesis proposed solutions to the problems which haven't been solved 肌d series

Of his research resulted in three joumal papers a11d five peer reviewed intemational

Conference paper$. As a result, the thesis is sU飾Ciently quali負ed as Doctoral thesis of
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